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he size and scale of cyber attacks has increased in recent years 
as a result of a number of factors, including the increasing nor-
malcy of cyber operations within international politics, the grow-

ing reliance of industry on digital infrastructure, and the difficulties of 
maintaining an adequate cybersecurity workforce. Many commentators 
across government, media, academia, and industry have wondered how 
cybersecurity professionals might be able to adapt machine learning for 
defensive purposes. Could machine learning allow defenders to detect 
and intercept attacks at much higher rates than is currently possible? 
Could machine learning–powered agents automatically hunt for vul-
nerabilities or engage an adversary during an unfolding attack? Should 
policymakers view machine learning as a transformational force for 
cyber defense or as mere hype?

This report examines the academic literature on a wide range of appli-
cations combining cybersecurity and artificial intelligence (AI) to provide 
a grounded assessment of their potential. It breaks cybersecurity practice 
into a four-stage model and examines the impact that recent machine 
learning innovations could have at each stage, contrasting these applica-
tions with the status quo. The report offers four conclusions:

• Machine learning can help defenders more accurately detect and 
triage potential attacks. However, in many cases these technolo-
gies are elaborations on long-standing methods—not fundamen-
tally new approaches—that bring new attack surfaces of their own.

Executive Summary 

T
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• A wide range of specific tasks could be fully or partially automated with the 
use of machine learning, including some forms of vulnerability discovery, 
deception, and attack disruption. But many of the most transformative of 
these possibilities still require significant machine learning breakthroughs. 

• Overall, we anticipate that machine learning will provide incremental ad-
vances to cyber defenders, but it is unlikely to fundamentally transform the 
industry barring additional breakthroughs. Some of the most transformative 
impacts may come from making previously un- or under-utilized defensive 
strategies available to more organizations.

• Although machine learning will be neither predominantly offense-biased 
nor defense-biased, it may subtly alter the threat landscape by making cer-
tain types of strategies more appealing to attackers or defenders.

This paper proceeds in four parts. First, it introduces the scope of the research 
and lays out a simplified, four-stage schema of cybersecurity practice to frame the 
different ways that future machine learning tools could be deployed. Second, it 
contextualizes recent machine learning breakthroughs and their implications for cy-
bersecurity by examining the decades-long history of machine learning as applied 
to a number of core detection tasks. The third and most substantial section examines 
more recent machine learning developments and how they might benefit cyber 
defenders at each stage of our cybersecurity schema, and considers whether these 
newer machine learning approaches are superior to the status quo. Finally, a con-
cluding section elaborates on the four conclusions mentioned above and discusses 
why the benefits of machine learning may not be as transformative in the immediate 
future as some hope, yet are still too important to ignore.
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Introduction

s a typical internet user goes about her day, she will be quietly 
protected by a bewildering number of security features on her 
devices—some obvious, others less so. If she uses Gmail, Google 

will automatically scan every email that arrives in her inbox to determine if 
it is spam, and if the email contains attachments, those will also be scanned 
to determine if they contain malware.1 Whether she uses Chrome, Firefox, 
or Safari to browse the web, her browser will analyze every website she 
visits and attempt to alert her if a site is malicious.2 If she uses an antivirus 
product—among the most common of which are Microsoft Windows De-
fender, Symantec, and ESET—then the files on her device will be regularly 
scanned to check for potentially malicious files.3     

All of these services utilize machine learning to protect users from cyber 
attacks. Over the past decade, the role of machine learning in cybersecu-
rity has been gradually growing as the threats to organizations become 
more serious and as the technology becomes more capable. The increas-
ing commonality of cyber operations as a geopolitical tool means that 
many organizations risk being targeted by well-resourced threat actors 
and advanced persistent threats.4 At the same time, the supply of trained 
cybersecurity professionals struggles to meet the growing need for exper-
tise.5 And to add to the sense of risk, a nearly endless stream of publica-
tions—including a recent report released by CSET—speculates about the 
ways AI will be used to further intensify cyber attacks in the near future.6  

In this climate, researchers, policymakers, and practitioners alike have 
found themselves wondering if machine learning might provide the means 
to turn the tide in the war against cyber attacks. Popular media outlets 
frequently write about the possibility that machine learning could vastly 

A
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improve attack detection, while many in the defense community talk about future AI 
systems that could hunt for and dispatch intruders autonomously.7 “AI” has become 
a mainstay in cybersecurity marketing materials, with advertisements comparing 
AI products to everything from the immune system to swarms of organisms.8 Taking 
these claims at face value, a policymaker paying loose attention to the state of AI 
research might conclude that the total transformation of the cybersecurity industry at 
the hands of machine learning algorithms is at most a few years away.

So it might surprise that same policymaker to learn that machine learning sys-
tems have been commonly used for a number of key cybersecurity tasks for nearly 
20 years. While the breakthroughs of the last five years have rightfully drawn atten-
tion to the field of AI and machine learning (ML) research, it is easy to forget that the 
algorithms behind these advances have in many cases been around for decades.9 
Learning this, that same policymaker might look at the spate of recent high-profile 
hacks and feel tempted to dismiss the potential of machine learning altogether. After 
all, if machine learning has slowly been making its way into the cybersecurity indus-
try for decades, yet the rate and scale of cyber attacks hasn’t meaningfully gone 
down, why should anyone believe that a transformation is just around the corner? 

Part of the difficulty in evaluating machine learning’s potential for cybersecurity 
comes from the fact that different parties have different standards for success. For 
our purposes, it is useful to make a distinction between two types of standards that 
we might use to evaluate the impact of a new technology: counterfactual standards 
and historical standards.

Using counterfactual standards means that we ask the question: Where would 
we be without machine learning, all else being equal? Approaching the question 
from this angle should give us a great deal of appreciation for machine learning: 
given that the number of events that signal a possible cyber attack has grown from 
several hundred to several million per day in some industries, it’s surprising that most 

If machine learning has slowly been making its way into 
the cybersecurity industry for decades, yet the rate and 
scale of cyber attacks hasn’t meaningfully gone down, 
why should anyone believe that a transformation is just 
around the corner? 
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companies aren’t entirely consumed by the task of keeping their IT infrastructure 
secure.10 In no small part, this success is thanks to ML systems that can automatical-
ly screen out potential attacks, generate alerts on suspicious behavior, or perform 
some rudimentary analysis of anomalous activity. 

Counterfactual standards are what matter to the cybersecurity practitioner—the 
person who knows the threat landscape and has to respond to it one way or an-
other. But policymakers also need insight into a set of more general questions: Is the 
world getting more secure or less? How worried should we be over the long-term 
about the shortage of cybersecurity talent? Can machine learning make us less 
vulnerable to our adversaries in absolute terms? To answer these questions, we need 
to use historical standards. Rather than comparing the world with machine learning 
to a hypothetical world without it, we should compare the past to the present to the 
(most likely) future. 

That machine learning can offer significant benefits to cybersecurity practitioners 
is broadly—though not universally—agreed upon.11 Whether these benefits will 
amount to a “transformation” in cybersecurity is more contested.  For the purposes 
of this paper, “transformative impact” refers to an impact that makes a difference by 
historical—and not merely counterfactual—standards. In the context of cybersecuri-
ty, this means that a technology should do more than help defenders simply keep up 
in the face of growing threats: to be transformative, the technology should bring the 
total number of threats requiring a human response down (and keep them down), or 
it should meaningfully alter cybersecurity practice.

Ultimately, it is more important for policymakers to understand how machine 
learning will transform cybersecurity than it is to quibble about whether it will bring 
changes. For that reason, this paper explores the potential impact that a wide range 
of ML advances could have on cybersecurity. We try to simultaneously present the 
reader with a healthy dose of skepticism regarding some of the most-hyped ML 

That machine learning can offer significant benefits to 
cybersecurity practitioners is broadly—though not univer-
sally—agreed upon.  Whether these benefits will amount 
to a “transformation” in cybersecurity is more contested.  
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applications in cybersecurity, while also drawing attention to some potential appli-
cations that have garnered less popular attention. And, in keeping with our empha-
sis on historical standards for success, we try to contextualize the recent growth of 
interest in machine learning for cybersecurity by examining how it has already been 
deployed in the past. 

This is a large task, and unfortunately not everything relevant to machine 
learning’s growing role in cybersecurity can be covered in this report. Our focus 
is squarely on the technical—what machine learning could do. We sidestep many 
important but non-technical issues, such as privacy or legal concerns surrounding 
cybersecurity data collection, as well as the economics of implementing newer ML 
methods. We also adopt a general model of cybersecurity and avoid organizations 
that may have unique cybersecurity needs or goals, such as companies that rely on 
industrial control systems.

This report is structured as follows: We begin in the first section by introducing a 
four-stage model of cybersecurity practice that we will return to in later sections as 
a way to schematize different ML applications. The second section, “Traditional Ma-
chine Learning and Cybersecurity,” discusses how decades-old ML methods have 
been widely studied for three core cybersecurity tasks: spam filtering, intrusion de-
tection, and malware detection. Providing this historical context can help the reader 
understand which ML applications are genuinely new innovations, and which ones 
are merely extensions of long-standing trends in cybersecurity. In the third section, 
“Cybersecurity and the Cutting Edge,” we turn our attention to newer advances in 
ML research and examine how these methods might generate new types of applica-
tions at each part of our four-stage model of cybersecurity. This section emphasizes 
lines of academic research that seem promising and may translate into fully func-
tional products within the near- to medium-term. The final section presents conclu-
sions that appear to follow from this research, along with some additional analysis. 
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he most well-known schema for conceptualizing cybersecurity is 
the Cybersecurity Framework designed by the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST).12 This framework broadly 

breaks cybersecurity into five functions to help defenders assess their 
level of risk: identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover. This paper 
uses an adapted version of the NIST model that emphasizes four slight-
ly different categories: prevention, detection, response and recovery, 
and active defense. There are two primary reasons to deviate from the 
NIST framework. First, while there are many instances of machine learn-
ing being used to detect cyber attacks, the use of ML in the other four 
categories of the NIST framework is still rather immature, which justifies 
grouping multiple categories together for analysis. Second, “active de-
fense”—which we elaborate on below—is a growing area of interest that 
is conceptually distinct from the other categories for both technical and 
operational reasons; it therefore merits its own discussion. 

A Four-Stage Model 
of Cybersecurity

1

T
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In this model, prevention refers to all the actions that security experts take to 
minimize the vulnerabilities of their organization. At a minimum, prevention re-
quires that defenders make secure decisions regarding network configurations and 
user privileges, and that they maintain an active knowledge of their networks and 
software dependencies, patching known vulnerabilities in a timely fashion. For 
software companies, prevention includes the work of evaluating one’s own prod-
ucts for vulnerabilities, preferably before a product is brought to market. For mid- or 
large-sized organizations, prevention often requires frequent audits of one’s overall 
security posture as well as periodic penetration testing, in which benign attacks are 
launched against a network to discover and expose weaknesses. This category 
roughly corresponds to the NIST categories of identification, which emphasizes as-
set management and security strategy, and protection, which focuses on the techno-
logical and policy controls that are used to secure assets.

No amount of anticipatory work can make an organization immune from cyber 
attacks. When attacks do occur, detection systems are needed to quickly alert 
defenders so that they can respond. A comprehensive set of detection systems must 
monitor everything from network traffic to email attachments and employee be-
havior in order to identify anomalies and potential threats. Because attackers often 
evade discovery for months after breaching a network, effective detection systems 
can make an enormous difference to an organization’s ability to limit the impact of 
cyber attacks.13 

TABLE 1

A Comparison of Our Model and the 
NIST Cybersecurity Framework

NIST FUNCTIONS OUR MODEL

Identify
Prevention

TABLE 1

Summary evaluations of GPT-3 performance on six 
disinformation-related tasks.

Protect

Detect Detection

Respond

Recover
Response and Recovery

Active DefenseN/A
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Once an attack is detected, security professionals must determine how to re-
spond and recover. For some types of threats, the response is straightforward: in the 
case of spam detection, for instance, an email service simply redirects mail that is 
likely illegitimate into a spam folder. For many other types of attacks, however, the 
appropriate response is far from clear. In the face of an ongoing attack, cyberse-
curity personnel must often decide whether to shut down machines, sequester parts 
of their network, or otherwise take steps that could significantly disrupt an organi-
zation’s operations. An effective response must identify the scale and scope of an 
attack, thwart the attacker’s access, and fully eliminate any foothold the attacker 
might have. After doing so, it is important to restore the system to its original state 
prior to the attack.  

The triad of prevention, detection, and response and recovery forms the core 
of cybersecurity. For most organizations, performing these tasks well is the height 
of good cybersecurity practice. However, for organizations facing attacks from 
well-resourced threat actors, compliance with pre-existing frameworks may not 
be sufficient. These organizations must also ensure that they can flexibly adapt to 
changes in the threat landscape. 

To account for actions that allow organizations to respond more flexibly to 
sophisticated threats, this report includes the additional stage of active defense. This 
term is used analogously to the way the SANS Institute has used it: as a spectrum of 
activity that includes annoyance, attribution, or outright counter-attack.14 Active de-
fense can be thought of as an “other” category that includes any attempt to delib-
erately engage or study external actors rather than simply responding to problems 
as they arise. This category can be broken down into a few more clearly defined 
subcategories, of which this report emphasizes three: (1) deception, or attempts to 
mislead and slow down adversaries; (2) threat intelligence, or attempts to actively 
study potential adversaries to better anticipate their actions; and (3) attribution, or 
attempts to connect multiple events to a single entity that can then be studied in more 
detail.* Active defense, done well, can allow defenders to stay ahead of their ad-
versaries and can potentially create disincentives against attacking in the first place. 

Section 3 will examine each of these four components of cybersecurity and ask 
how newer ML architectures may play a role in augmenting current practices. But 
before turning towards the future of machine learning in cybersecurity, it is important 

*This breakdown does not include any activities that would fall into the category of outright counter-
attack. Because this is a much more difficult subject with an often unclear status of legality, we do not 
explore the possibility of using machine learning for counter-attack in this paper. 
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to get some sense of the past, because ML–based cyber tools are not as new as 
many assume. In the next section, this report examines three ML applications that 
have been studied for several decades: spam detection, intrusion detection, and 
malware detection.
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lthough the last decade has seen major advances in AI and ML 
research, the use of ML methods for cybersecurity has a long 
history. Until recently, these applications fell almost entirely into 

the detection stage of cyber defense, with the most significant attention 
paid to spam detection, intrusion detection, and malware detection. This 
section discusses how simpler, longstanding ML approaches have his-
torically been adapted for these three applications. Figure 1 presents a 
rough timeline of major developments in the cyber threat landscape and 
how machine learning has evolved to combat them.

“Traditional machine learning” here refers to the broad set of de-
cades-old algorithms that were dominant in ML research until the major, 
predominantly deep learning–driven advances of the past 5–10 years.*  
These methods are typically divided into one of two categories: supervised 
learning and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning, labeled data-
sets are used to train a model to classify new inputs, while in unsupervised 
learning, unlabeled datasets are examined to identify underlying patterns 
within the data. Either approach can be useful for cyber defenders looking 

Traditional Machine 
Learning and 
Cybersecurity

2

A

* Some examples of traditional machine learning algorithms include naive Bayes 
classifiers, random forests, k-means clustering, logistic regression models, and support 
vector machines. It is worth noting that despite the name we use, “traditional machine 
learning” is not itself a stagnant field; XGBoost, for instance, is a popular and newer 
gradient boosting algorithm, but one that simply represents a better optimization of older, 
more traditional approaches.  
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to detect potentially malicious traffic. If well-labeled data on previous attacks exists, 
supervised methods can be used to detect future attacks by matching malicious traf-
fic to a known profile, while unsupervised methods can be used to identify attacks 
merely because they are anomalous and out of place.†  

To show the history of how these traditional machine learning approaches have 
been used in cybersecurity, we turn first to the example of spam detection.

*See the note on page 10 below for a definition of polymorphic and metamorphic viruses.

†This distinction is not as clear-cut as it seems; in some cases, unsupervised learning can be used to 
match attacks to known profiles and supervised learning can be used to detect anomalies. For the 
most part, however, the way we have made the distinction corresponds to the way that supervised 
and unsupervised algorithms have been studied for detection purposes.

FIGURE 1

A Timeline of Machine Learning Developments 
for Three Major Cybersecurity Tasks* 
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1978: First spam email 

1980: First intrusion 
detection systems 
1986: Anomaly 
detection systems 
combine expert rules 
and statistical analysis

Early 1980s: First 
viruses found "in the 
wild" 
Late 1980s: First 
antivirus companies 
founded 

Pre-1990s 

Spam continues to worsen 
due to growth in email 
1996: First spam blockers

Early 1990s: Neural 
networks for anomaly 
detection first proposed 
1999: DARPA creates 
datasets to study intrusion 
detection systems 

Early 1990s: First 
polymorphic viruses
1996: IBM begins studying 
machine learning for 
malware detection 

2002: Machine learning 
methods first proposed 
for spam detection 
2003: First attempts to  
regulate spam in the 
United States

Machine learning further 
studied as a possible tool 
for misuse-based and 
anomaly-based intrusion 
detection 

Early 2000s: First 
metamorphic viruses 
Wide number of traditional 
machine learning methods 
studied to detect malware 

Machine learning spam 
detection widely 
embedded in email 
services 
Emergence of deep 
learning-based classifiers

Late 2010s: Emergence 
of large-scale, 
cloud-based intrusion 
detection systems 
Deep learning studied for 
intrusion detection  

Rise of "next-gen" 
antivirus detection 
Emergence of 
ML-focused antivirus 
companies 
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SPAM DETECTION
Machine learning has been a major part of spam detection since the very early 
2000s, and many of these early ML methods are still used today. Before the in-
troduction of ML techniques, spam detection relied on blocklists that screened out 
mail from (known) malicious IP addresses or on keyword detection that blocked 
emails containing hand-curated lists of spammy terms like “free” or “sexy.” Unfor-
tunately, because these methods were applied indiscriminately, they could often 
block legitimate emails. To address this problem, computer scientists began to 
propose machine learning–based solutions around the turn of the century.15 

These early methods were relatively straightforward: First collect a large body of 
emails, label them as either spam or legitimate, and split them into individual words. 
For each word, calculate the probability that an email was spam if it contained that 
word. When a new email arrives, the probabilities associated with each of its words 
could be used to calculate the risk that the email was spam, and emails with risk 
scores above a preset threshold could be automatically blocked. 

The core elements of spam detection have not changed much since the early 
2000s, though researchers have made improvements. Better spam classifiers can 
be built by extracting more technical details from mail headers, such as IP addresses 
and server information, or by treating words that appear in a subject line differently 
from words that appear in the body of an email.16 Better algorithms can be used that 
recognize phrases or synonyms rather than treating all words as independent of one 
another.17 Some companies have developed extremely complex spam detectors that 
can, among other things, track a user’s past email interactions to flag anomalous 
contacts or use deep learning models to determine whether or not branded emails 
are sent from authentic companies.18    

Nonetheless, even the most advanced spam classifiers used by companies like 
Google have mostly developed out of a slow process of elaboration and evolution 
from these earlier methods. Of course, even moderate improvements in accuracy 
can matter a great deal to massive companies responsible for protecting billions of 
emails. But it would be an error to portray recent innovations in ML spam detection 
systems as a fundamental transformation of past practice: in reality, machine learn-
ing has been central to the task for nearly two decades.

INTRUSION DETECTION 
Intrusion detection systems attempt to discover the presence of unauthorized 
activities on computer networks, typically by focusing on behavior profiles and 
searching for signs of malicious activity. Intrusion detection systems are typically 
classified as either misuse-based or anomaly-based. In misuse-based detection, 
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attacks are identified based on their resemblance to previously seen attacks, 
whereas in anomaly-based detection, a baseline of “normal” behavior is con-
structed and anything that does not match that baseline is flagged as a potential 
attack. Both methods can make use of different ML methods.

The simplest forms of misuse-based detection rely on known indicators of com-
promise to detect previously encountered threats. For instance, if an organization 
has seen malware that attempts to contact a specific website, cyber defenders could 
write a simple detection system which provides an alert any time a machine on the 
network attempts to contact that website. Misuse-based detection—especially when 
based on simple methods like these—typically has high processing speeds and 
low false positive rates, which allows it to quickly and accurately identify malicious 
events. However, this form of detection can only monitor for known threats, provid-
ing little meaningful protection against novel attacks. 

Machine learning can be used to automate some forms of misuse-based detec-
tion by allowing a system to “learn” what different types of attacks look like. If many 
(labeled) examples of past attacks are available, a supervised learning classifier 
can be trained to identify the tell-tale signs of different types of attacks, without the 
need for humans to generate specific lists of rules that would trigger an alert.* Since 
at least 1999, researchers have attempted to generate network traffic profiles of 
different types of attacks so that ML classifiers can learn how to identify previously 
seen attacks.19 This research was initially pushed by DARPA, and the results suggest-
ed that machine learning could prove competent at misuse-based detection.20  

Although it is tempting to think that newer ML methods—like the rise of deep 
learning—have enabled dramatically more powerful detection tools, one review of 
several dozen experimental results in 2018 suggested that deep learning is not reli-
ably more accurate at misuse-based detection than decades-old ML approaches.21 
Because no one type of model is consistently best for misuse-based detection, re-
searchers often find that the most successful machine learning systems are ensemble 
models, or models that classify new inputs by utilizing multiple classifiers that “vote” 
on a classification.22 The relatively common use of this method avoids overreliance 
on any specific model—which may have its own blind spots—but it also indicates 
that no single architecture is clearly superior to the rest. 

*Some researchers tend to define misuse-based detection more restrictively as being strictly based 
on curated lists of indicators of compromise rather than probabilistic models. Under this definition, 
ML cannot be used to perform misuse-based detection, since ML is by its very nature probabilistic. 
However, many ML classifiers resemble misuse-based detection systems in that they use labeled 
examples of previous attacks to detect future attacks, struggle to generalize to zero-day attacks, 
and do not seek to identify a baseline model of “normal” behavior. We therefore think it makes the 
most sense to categorize ML classifiers with these characteristics under the label of “misuse-based 
detection.”
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In contrast to misuse-based detection, anomaly-based detection flags suspi-
cious behavior without making specific comparisons to past attacks. This type of 
detection system is more likely to use unsupervised learning methods to cluster “nor-
mal” traffic within a network and alert as suspicious any activity which deviates from 
that pattern. In theory, anomaly-based detection can identify novel attacks—one of 
the most difficult aspects of cybersecurity. To enable this type of capability, research 
in this area has focused on finding ways to appropriately baseline “normal” traffic 
for a given network, since even normal traffic can be highly variable, and a poorly 
tuned intrusion detection system will generate many false positives  that are expen-
sive to investigate.23 

Unfortunately, although anomaly-based detection can be highly effective 
when tracking an individual machine or user, it often struggles to effectively identify 
suspicious behavior across a network. In addition, a long-standing complaint re-
garding anomaly detection systems has been their tendency to generate many false 
positives, which speaks to the difficulty of defining “normal” traffic strictly enough 
to detect any anomalies but loosely enough that no legitimate behavior is flagged 
as anomalous.24 Moreover, changes in an organization’s standard procedures can 
dramatically undermine the usefulness of anomaly detection, at least until new base-
lines are learned—a lesson that many businesses discovered last year when millions 
of employees suddenly began working from home in response to COVID-19.25 
Because of the difficulties associated with anomaly detection, many organizations 
use it only as a complement to more standard misuse-based detection systems.

This discussion illustrates that machine learning already has a long and multi-
faceted history in the field of intrusion detection. Different ML methods have been 
adapted to multiple types of intrusion detection, in a research process dating back 
over two decades. Moreover, empirical studies and the continued importance of 
ensemble models speak to the fact that newer innovations have not fully displaced 
these older models. As with spam detection, it would be a mistake to think that 
the developments of the past decade of ML research, specifically the rise of deep 
learning, have entirely transformed intrusion detection—though in Section 3, we 
will return to this topic to discuss some of the ways in which intrusion detection has 
meaningfully been changed by newer ML innovations.    

MALWARE DETECTION 
While intrusion detection systems monitor a system or network’s behavior to identi-
fy signs that a network is under attack, malware detection systems examine specif-
ic files to determine if they are malicious. The simplest forms of malware detection 
found in early antivirus products would monitor machines for specific indicators of 
compromise, such as exact filenames or signatures (which are specific sequences 
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of bytes or strings taken from the contents of a file). By maintaining long lists of 
malware signatures and conducting regular scans, these antivirus products tried to 
determine if any files on a machine were associated with these known definitions. 

Unfortunately, these detection methods can be easily evaded by polymorphic 
or metamorphic viruses—types of malware that change their own code each time 
they propagate—thereby ensuring that different versions will have different sig-
natures.* By some estimates, in 2018 up to 94 percent of malicious executables 
exhibited polymorphic traits.26 While traditional detection techniques can still be 
adapted for the detection of polymorphic or metamorphic malware—for instance, 
by looking at the sequence of actions the malware will take when executed rather 
than by matching based on raw code—these traditional methods become increas-
ingly complex and computationally intensive as attackers improve.27 

Machine learning, however, excels at identifying shared features between 
samples that can’t be classified using simple rules. As early as 1996, researchers 
at IBM began to explore the use of neural networks to classify boot sector viruses, 
a specific type of virus that targets a machine’s instructions for booting up.28 Addi-
tional research throughout the early 2000s explored the use of statistical models 
and standard ML classifiers for detecting malware.29 Recent years have seen an 
explosion of interest in malware detection methods that utilize newer, deep learn-
ing–based approaches, methods which come with many advantages, such as the 
ability to extract relevant features from raw data with less human guidance.30 Yet, as 
with intrusion detection, some experimental results indicate that—at least on some 
datasets—decades-old ML classifiers remain on par with more advanced deep 
learning methods when trained on the same data.31 

Notably, many techniques that do not use machine learning have remained 
effective at detecting and analyzing malware, despite the rise of polymorphic and 
metamorphic viruses. For instance, cyber defenders may execute unrecognized files 
in sandboxes—isolated virtual environments where a file can be allowed to execute 
without any ability to interact with real systems and data.32 The sandbox collects 
information about the file, such as what kinds of functions it tries to execute, to deter-
mine if it is malicious. This method allows an antivirus product to detect polymorphic 
or metamorphic code without relying on machine learning and underscores the fact 
that machine learning is by no means the only way for cyber defenders to respond 

*Polymorphic code can refer to any type of code which appears in multiple forms, for instance, 
because attackers have created multiple variants or because the code can encrypt itself using a 
different key each time it propagates. By contrast, metamorphic code actually rewrites its underlying 
code while preserving the same functionality.
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to the intelligent evolution of cyber attacks. Even sandboxes, however, can be aug-
mented with machine learning to identify files that resemble past malware but that 
do not necessarily try to execute the exact same behavior.33  

Throughout this section, we have emphasized two major points. First, there is a 
multi-decade-long history of researchers applying traditional ML techniques to ma-
jor cybersecurity tasks, though with a very heavy emphasis on detection tasks. And 
second, though more powerful methods exist today, they typically represent natural 
evolutions from more traditional approaches. These facts are important to keep in 
mind when determining just how “transformative” recent ML advances will be for 
cybersecurity. 
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lthough many decades-old ML approaches in cybersecurity 
remain competitive with more recent algorithms, the recent 
spike in machine learning interest is driven by some genuinely 

impressive breakthroughs. In recent years, AI innovations have led to 
self-driving cars, accurate language translation, and better-than-human 
video game playing. Although the possibility of transferring these suc-
cesses into the cyber domain is uncertain, there is strong reason to think 
that—could this transfer be achieved—machine learning might become a 
major aid for cyber defenders.

This section explores how newer ML architectures might be applied to 
cybersecurity. It is organized around the four-stage model of cybersecu-
rity introduced earlier and discusses potential ML applications for each 
stage in turn. As it proceeds, it pays particular attention to four types of ML 
methods that have been responsible for many of the AI breakthroughs of 
the past five years: 1) deep learning; 2) reinforcement learning; 3) gen-
erative adversarial networks (GANs); and 4) massive natural language 
models.* This section assumes a basic familiarity with these concepts; 
readers without a background in ML should refer to the appendix for a 
brief description of each type of model. Of these breakthroughs, the devel-
opment of deep learning systems has in many ways been the most funda-
mental. It is the combination of deep learning architectures with other types 
of approaches—such as GANs, reinforcement learning systems, or natural 

Cybersecurity and 
the Cutting Edge of 
AI Research

3

A

* Cutting-edge language models are impressive in their own right, but they have also 
drawn attention to the applications of simpler forms of natural language processing. 
Many of the natural language tools we discuss in this section are not particularly 
complicated, but they do represent a growing interest in the question of how linguistic 
data might be better leveraged for cyber defense. 
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language models—that has enabled most of the progress of the past half-decade, 
as visualized in Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2

The Relationship Between Cutting-Edge AI Architectures
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At the beginning of our discussion of each stage, we provide a graphic listing 
a few potential ML tools that could be leveraged by defenders at that stage. These 
graphics also list the type of ML architecture that implementations of each tool might 
rely on and a rough assessment of how significantly ML can transform the task itself. 
All of these assessments are meant to be very general and draw from the discussions 
that follow. 

PREVENTION

FIGURE 3

AI Applications for Prevention*

*NLP refers to natural language processing. This figure lists only the most common and most 
specific underlying technology for each application; a deep learning-based GAN, for instance, 
would be simply listed as “GAN.”
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The first stage of our cybersecurity model is prevention—the work that defenders 
do to find and patch vulnerabilities in order to eliminate potential weaknesses. There 
has long been interest in building tools that can autonomously find and patch new 
vulnerabilities, but machine learning has only recently emerged as a plausible way 
of doing so. As recently as the 2016 DARPA-sponsored Cyber Grand Challenge, 
the most promising routes for automated vulnerability discovery still relied on care-
fully coded systems without the use of ML methods. Though several teams at that 
competition attempted to use machine learning to identify software vulnerabilities, 
Mayhem—the winning program—ultimately made no use of ML in its vulnerability 
discovery modules.

Instead, Mayhem used two more common vulnerability discovery methods to 
identify potential weaknesses. First, a symbolic execution engine analyzed pro-
grams by building up representations of their execution logic, thereby learning how 
potentially crash-inducing behavior could be triggered. Second, it made use of 
fuzzers, which feed many modified and semi-random inputs to a program to deter-
mine if they cause any unexpected states that can be exploited.34 In Mayhem, both 
of these elements were coded using traditional, rules-based systems, which were 
combined with modules that could autonomously write and deploy patches for 
discovered vulnerabilities. 

The Cyber Grand Challenge resulted in several significant innovations in the 
field of automated vulnerability discovery. That no team at the time made heavy use 
of machine learning demonstrates that machine learning is far from the only way to 
build autonomous cyber tools.* At the same time, ML research has made significant 
strides since 2016, and experts disagree about whether participants in a new Cyber 
Grand Challenge would find more use for machine learning today.35  

Consider fuzzers. In recent years, researchers studying fuzzers have increas-
ingly explored deep learning as a means to more efficiently learn from successful 
inputs and find a larger number of vulnerabilities over time.36 Deep learning–based 
fuzzers are often more efficient than older models; as one example, the deep learn-
ing–based program NeuFuzz was able to find three times as many crash-causing 
inputs as a modified version of a leading open source fuzzer across a variety of file 
types.37 Outside of academia, Microsoft has also studied the use of deep learning 
to augment its own fuzzers.38  

Fuzzers look for vulnerabilities in code, but cyber defenders can also use pene-
tration testing (or pentesting for short) to look for publicly known vulnerabilities and 

*Mayhem did use machine learning in other areas. For instance, the team found that machine 
learning could be used to generate realistic-seeming attack traffic, which could mislead other teams 
and cause them to waste resources. While intriguing, this application has less relevance outside of 
the 2016 competition, with its unique scoring system and capture-the-flag setup.  
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insecure configurations in networks. In a pentest, experienced hackers systemati-
cally probe a network for vulnerabilities to identify potential weaknesses. For large 
organizations, pentests can be expensive, potentially costing tens of thousands of 
dollars and consuming weeks of employee time. Automated tools such as the open-
source program Metasploit can partially offset these costs, but these tools simply 
run through a list of pre-selected, known exploits to determine if any machines on a 
network are vulnerable to them; they are not capable of strategizing how they use 
resources.39  

Recently, researchers have studied how reinforcement learning can allow cyber 
defenders to build AI agents that conduct pentests more strategically.40 Some re-
searchers have demonstrated that reinforcement learning–based agents can devise 
plausible strategies for a variety of capture-the-flag style simulations, and can do 
so reasonably quickly if they first watch a few examples of human-led pentesting.41 
These types of reinforcement learning–based approaches allow automated tools 
to search a network for vulnerabilities much faster than rules-based pentesting tools 
like Metasploit.42  

These successes require caveats, especially due to the high computational cost 
of reinforcement learning in complex environments. Studies exploring the use of re-
inforcement learning for pentesting typically rely on small environments—often simu-
lated networks of around ten machines—with a limited number of exploits provided 
to the program. As either the complexity of the environment or the number of actions 
available to the program increases, reinforcement learning can quickly become 
computationally prohibitive.43 This problem is difficult but not fully intractable: in oth-
er contexts, researchers have developed models that can efficiently narrow down 
the number of options that a program must consider.44 If researchers could develop 
computationally feasible methods of simulating complex networks and efficiently 
choosing among many options, reinforcement learning programs could become 
important aids for pentesters, just as Metasploit was adopted as a major tool in the 
pentester’s toolkit in previous decades. But it is also worth emphasizing that of all the 
technologies we discuss in this paper, this is the one that is perhaps most obviously 
of interest to attackers as well—indeed, attackers have often been observed using 
pentesting tools developed for legitimate use to instead compromise their targets’ 
networks.45 

Beyond finding vulnerabilities with autonomous fuzzers and pentesters, machine 
learning may soon be able to provide tools that can help defenders allocate their 
time and attention to the most pressing vulnerabilities. Although there are many other 
ways that machine learning could be adapted for preventative purposes, we men-
tion two other applications here: analysis of new bug reports and severity assess-
ment for identified vulnerabilities. 
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Since at least 2005, researchers have explored ways in which machine learn-
ing can be used to automatically analyze bug reports. ML systems might, for exam-
ple, direct bugs to the software engineer most able to address them, label malware 
characteristics based on human-generated reports, or predict the likelihood that a 
new bug could present a security vulnerability.46 Though much of the research in this 
area has yielded results that are insufficiently accurate for operational use, Micro-
soft recently demonstrated that machine learning can successfully use bug report 
titles to classify bugs as security-relevant or non-security-relevant. The Microsoft 
model was trained on more than a million actual Microsoft bug reports, suggesting 
that some automated forms of bug report analysis may be feasible for software 
companies with access to large amounts of training data.47  

Once vulnerabilities have been identified, defenders have limited time and 
resources to patch them. One prominent—though somewhat controversial—met-
ric that helps defenders determine the severity of a vulnerability is the Common 
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), which relies upon expert analysis to assign 
severity scores to new vulnerabilities. Some researchers think that machine learning 
and text mining could be used to automate the process of assigning CVSS scores 
by intelligently interpreting vulnerability descriptions.48 Other researchers have 
used data about attacks observed in the wild to build machine learning systems 
that predict the likelihood of some vulnerabilities actually being exploited.49 There 
is some evidence that when these machine learning–based risk assessments are 
used in conjunction with the CVSS, organizations can achieve similar levels of risk 
remediation for significantly less effort by prioritizing their remediation efforts on 
the vulnerabilities that are most likely to be exploited.50 Taken together, the use of 
machine learning for improved fuzzing, pentesting, bug report analysis, and se-
verity assessment could allow organizations to improve their ability to identify and 
prioritize vulnerabilities.
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DETECTION

FIGURE 4

AI Applications for Detection

Detection remains, at least among many popular-facing venues, the key place 
where deep learning and newer ML methods are thought to be potentially transfor-
mative forces.51 Unfortunately, as of yet, deep learning has not provided the revo-
lutionary breakthroughs that many have hoped for. While sufficiently large models 
do tend to perform incrementally better than simpler models—especially at large 
enough scales—these improvements are at times outweighed by the growing number 
of threats facing most organizations. The bottom line: despite the fundamental role that 
deep learning has played in the ML advances of the last half-decade, many cyberse-
curity companies continue to make significant use of simpler models today.  

One problem with ML-based detection, sometimes overlooked in popular 
coverage, is that ML systems are vulnerable to several classes of attack that do not 
apply to other types of detection systems. The process by which many ML sys-
tems reach decisions can often be poorly understood and highly sensitive to small 
changes that a human analyst would view as trivial, which often makes it possible 
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for attackers to find “adversarial examples”—slightly altered inputs that dramatically 
change a model’s response despite being undetectable to a human.52 The use of ML 
models also opens up new avenues of attack: the model itself must be kept secure, 
but defenders must also make sure that their data is not poisoned and that the 
(typically open source) algorithms and statistical packages they use have not been 
tampered with.53  

In addition, while machine learning is sometimes presented as an objective 
process of “learning patterns from data,” in reality the design of ML systems is often 
the result of many judgment calls. In one somewhat infamous example, the security 
firm Cylance deployed an ML-based malware detection product, only for a group 
of white hat hackers to discover that if a short 5MB string were attached to any 
malicious file, the file would bypass the detection system nearly 90 percent of the 
time.54 It seems that Cylance had built an ML malware detection system that worked 
relatively well, only to discover that it also blocked a number of legitimate games 
from being downloaded. In response, the firm added on a second ML system that 
calculated how similar a file was to any file on a whitelist of approved games, 
and which let high-scoring files through the system, even if the first ML model had 
identified them as potentially malicious. It was that second model that the white hat 
hackers were able to target: by adding on a string of code from the popular game 
Rocket League, they were able to create malware that Cylance’s detection system 
failed to flag.  

This anecdote is not necessarily a story about ML’s flaws so much as it is a story 
about the difficulties of implementing ML systems in real-world environments. Cy-
lance’s core malware detection algorithm seems not to have been vulnerable to 
this “universal bypass”; rather, it was the designers’ decision to add on a second 
component in order to avoid blocking popular video games that introduced the vul-
nerability. Ultimately, the use of machine learning can bring several types of vulner-
abilities, whether because those weaknesses are inherent to the ML approach itself 
(as is the case with data poisoning threats and adversarial examples), or because 
wrangling the ML model into a deployable product leads developers to inadver-
tently add in further vulnerabilities.        

None of this means that newer ML innovations are unimportant at the detection 
stage. For one, while older models can typically only provide rudimentary assess-
ments of the severity of different types of alerts, deep learning can allow more 
sophisticated forms of analysis, which can help defenders prioritize more serious 
threats. This would provide an enormous benefit to cyber defenders, because many 
detection systems today generate so many false alerts that it is nearly impossible 
for human analysts to investigate them all. Some organizations are already making 
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use of tiered systems, in which deep learning models analyze alerts from first-level 
detection systems to determine which potential threats require the highest priority.55  
These types of systems are most useful for large organizations, since they require not 
only a great deal of data about “normal” traffic, but also many examples of unique 
attacks. 

In addition, while adversarial examples are specifically crafted to fool ML mod-
els, the rise of other types of ML systems—most notably GANs—that can generate 
synthetic and realistic-looking data poses a threat to both ML and rules-based forms 
of attack detection. Researchers have already demonstrated that GANs can devel-
op attack strategies that slip by existing intrusion detection systems, whether or not 
they are machine learning–based.56 But GANs can also help to harden ML systems 
against these types of more elaborate threats: when intrusion detection systems 
are trained using a GAN to anticipate potential adversarial attacks, their accuracy 
against adversarial attacks is greatly improved.57 GANs can also augment exist-
ing datasets by generating new data that can be reincorporated into a classifier’s 
training data. GAN-augmented datasets of spam and malware have been used by 
some research teams to create classifiers that perform better than those trained only 
on real-world data.58   

Even though we have been somewhat pessimistic regarding the potential of 
deep learning to transform detection capabilities, the rise of adversarial attacks and 
the ever-increasing scale of threats means that defenders cannot afford to ignore 
advances in machine learning. Because GANs allow attackers to subvert both ML- 
and rules-based detection systems, doing nothing is not an adequate response, and 
the best defense will likely rely at least in part upon the use of ML methods. And yet, 
even here it is important to emphasize that some researchers do not believe that the 
ML field has made meaningful progress in making ML systems robust to adversarial 
examples.59 While adversarial training remains critical for defensive systems, it may 
not be enough to effectively counter the rising threat of adversarial attacks—another 
reason to be skeptical that machine learning can provide a silver bullet for cyber 
defenders. 
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RESPONSE AND RECOVERY

While there is a great deal of research on ML-driven detection systems, more 
ambitious proposals posit AI systems that might one day move through networks 
autonomously, patching vulnerabilities and fighting dynamically against attackers. 
After all, in recent years researchers have developed ML systems that can master 
competitive games as diverse as Go or StarCraft.60 But as complex as these games 
are, they are comparatively more structured and easier to model than the nebulous 
world of cybersecurity. Furthermore, in most of the other stages of cybersecurity, ML 
progress has come from automating discrete and self-contained (yet increasingly 
complex) tasks, rather than from attempting to build ML systems that can operate 
fully autonomously. Response and recovery, by contrast, is a dynamic and contin-
uous process that is not as easily broken into discrete components, which makes it 
much more difficult to build ML tools that can adequately automate human deci-
sion-making. 

In recent years, some authors have begun to identify more targeted roles that 
AI/ML systems could play in the response and recovery process. A 2020 report 
from the National Science & Technology Council, for instance, identifies at least two 
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concrete ways in which AI could aid the response and recovery process: by accu-
rately categorizing ongoing attacks and selecting an appropriate initial response 
strategy, or by automating the decision to isolate machines from a network or im-
pose user restrictions to contain infections.61 The first type of tool could allow cyber 
defenders to automate their initial responses to a wide variety of common types 
of attacks, while the second type would be generally useful in containing security 
breaches from spreading to other parts of a network.* 

Despite being identified as a potential area of opportunity, we are not aware of 
any significant research demonstrating the viability of a ML system that could auto-
mate a wide range of responses to multiple types of attacks.† In part, this absence is 
likely due to the fact that such a goal remains too broad to be effectively automated 
by current ML methods. At the same time, there have been some attempts to further 
break this goal down, with the intention of building ML systems that can intelligent-
ly respond to specific types of attacks. As perhaps the most high-profile example, 
DARPA is currently sponsoring a project, ongoing since 2017, to create autonomous 
systems that can respond to botnets. If successful, this program would result in au-
tonomous systems that can identify botnet-infected machines, select publicly-known 
vulnerabilities to deploy against them in order to remove malware, and move later-
ally to neutralize adjacent compromised machines.62   

There has been more progress in building ML models that can learn to isolate 
potentially compromised machines from a network in order to contain a security 
breach. This type of application is an example of moving target defense, a de-
fensive strategy in which defenders try to impede attackers by dynamically re-
structuring parts of their IT infrastructure in response to an attack. Reinforcement 
learning in particular has been useful in exploring this topic. Several researchers 
have attempted to model network systems under attack in order to test the ability of 
reinforcement learning agents to respond. In one example, researchers allowed a 
defending agent with imperfect knowledge of an attacker’s actions to reimage—or 
restore to factory settings—machines which it suspected may have become infected. 
By imposing a cost upon the defender for each reimage it made, the researchers 
demonstrated that a reinforcement learning–based defender could learn the appro-

*In Figure 5, we refer to the first application as “adversary engagement,” which would be the 
ultimate goal of an ML system that can understand ongoing attacks and respond accordingly. The 
second goal is a simple example of moving target defense. 
† Here it is worth again reiterating that the focus of this paper is specifically on machine learning and 
not on other types of technological advances that might be called “AI.” There have been more efforts 
to address this sort of problem using non-ML methods, but we do not comment on the success of 
these efforts here.
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priate cost-benefit tradeoff and make useful decisions regarding when to reimage.63 
Similar approaches have allowed reinforcement learning agents to learn when to 
isolate potentially infected nodes within a constrained network or to develop game 
theoretic strategies for adaptively responding to adversaries.64  

These results are promising, because they suggest that machine learning could 
be useful for automating tactics like moving target defense or for providing respons-
es to some types of threats, such as botnets. But it remains far from certain that such 
tools will become broadly useful. The examples mentioned above were the result 
of extremely simplified simulations of real networks, and as with pentesting, it is not 
clear that the complexity of the simulation can be reasonably scaled up without 
becoming too computationally intensive to allow for real-time decision-making. 
Moreover, machine learning continues to be most successful in contexts with rela-
tively clearly-defined problems and outcomes. Although it may become increasing-
ly useful as a way to implement specific defensive strategies in response to various 
threats, we do not foresee it becoming capable in the short- to medium-term of fully 
automating the work that human analysts do when investigating the sources of a 
compromise and formulating strategic responses. 
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ACTIVE DEFENSE

FIGURE 6

AI Applications for Active Defense

Organizations with significant cybersecurity needs must often take proactive 
steps to shape their cybersecurity strategies in response to new threats. This report 
groups these actions under the broad framework of “active defense.” Though this 
term has a specific national security definition, it is here used analogously to the 
way it has been used by researchers at the SANS Institute: as a spectrum of activity 
ranging from annoyance to attribution to outright counterattacks.65 This section sets 
aside the issue of outright counter-attack and instead focuses on three less legally 
fraught tactics: deception, threat intelligence, and attribution. The wide range of 
potential AI applications across these three tactics suggests that active defense may 
be one of the stages of our cybersecurity model with comparatively much to gain 
from recent ML breakthroughs.  
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Deception
One of the most basic active defense measures available to cyber defenders is 
deception: intentionally faking something to mislead and slow down attackers. 
Though this strategy seems simplistic, it can have major operational benefits. In 
the lead-up to the 2017 French presidential election, for instance, the Macron 
campaign—aware that it was being targeted by Russian hackers—chose to forge 
internal emails full of misleading or outlandish content. Russian hackers could not 
easily distinguish real information from forgeries, and although they eventually 
chose to leak everything, this strategy effectively allowed the Macron campaign 
to minimize the public perception of the issue.66 Deployed well, deceptive behav-
ior can also cause attackers to second-guess themselves or otherwise manipulate 
their attention towards unproductive activities.67  

Generating realistic-looking documents or activity profiles is an area where 
machine learning excels. The rise of massive natural language models like GPT-3 
will likely make the process of generating deceptive textual documents—like the 
Macron campaign’s fake emails—relatively easy to automate. While this technology 
has an enormous potential for misuse, defenders could plausibly use it for deceptive 
purposes, generating waves of deceptive internal documents to mislead attackers. 
The use of other types of ML models—like GANs—could be used for non-textual 
deception. For instance, researchers have shown that it is possible to use a GAN 
to generate realistic network data that might be used to confuse attackers.68 (An 
analogous type of forgery was used by the winning team of the 2016 Cyber Grand 
Challenge, which used machine learning to create traffic that looked like an attack 
and fooled opposing teams into wasting time trying to stop it.69)

Beyond forgeries, the honeypot—a security mechanism designed to lure cyber 
attackers to attractive-seeming but fake targets—is a long-standing deceptive tool 
for network defenders. Honeypots can offer “bait” in the form of fake files and data, 
run scripted interactions to thwart adversaries, or mislead attackers into thinking that 
they have been more successful than they have been. However, honeypots often 
require manual configuration, deployment, and maintenance to look like realistic 
production networks long enough to keep the attackers engaged, which can be 
costly and makes them difficult for smaller organizations to maintain. 

Since at least the early 2000s, researchers have explored how machine 
learning could be used to create more realistic and dynamic honeypots, includ-
ing through the use of relatively simple clustering methods.70 In more recent years, 
researchers have experimented with reinforcement learning–based honeypots that 
can learn to engage attackers for as long as possible, while also ideally tricking 
them into downloading custom software onto their own machines.71 It would be 
premature to say that the use of reinforcement learning is a game-changer in this 
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area, but it may at least make these types of honeypots more accessible to a larger 
number of organizations by automating much of the complexity of maintaining a 
dynamic honeypot. 

Threat Intelligence
Gathering threat intelligence about potential adversaries can theoretically al-
low defenders to anticipate attacks and build stronger defenses, though for most 
organizations, the labor-intensive nature of collecting, processing, and analyzing 
threat intelligence makes it cost-prohibitive. But because finding patterns in data 
is a core strength of machine learning, some researchers have explored how ML 
and text mining can be used to improve threat intelligence analysis. For instance, 
ML methods can be used to cluster dark web users, or text mining methods could 
be leveraged to automatically collect, classify, and analyze posts on dark web fo-
rums and marketplaces, allowing researchers to identify zero-day exploits before 
they are deployed.72 It is not difficult to imagine a fully automated ML system that 
could be given a company’s name or a list of its products and told to search for 
mentions of potential vulnerabilities on the dark web, analyze them, and generate 
a report describing anticipated vectors of attack. 

Other tools introduced as deceptive tactics could be repurposed to collect threat 
intelligence about potential adversaries. Data collected from honeypot systems, for 
instance, can be analyzed and collated to determine if an organization is facing a 
persistent threat actor, which can then inform security strategies.73 Even something 
as simple as a phishing email could become an opportunity to collect threat intelli-
gence about an adversary. Some researchers have proposed systems that can pro-
duce misleading responses to phishing emails to elicit information from attackers, for 
instance by appearing willing to give money to a scam but asking for the attackers’ 
routing numbers, which can then be traced and identified.74 In fact, this is a major 
line of research within the Active Social Engineering Defense initiative at DARPA, 
which is currently attempting to build systems that can detect social engineering 
attacks and respond autonomously to trick adversaries into revealing identifying 
information.75 These tactics cross the line between threat intelligence collection and 
outright attribution, the third active defense tactic discussed in this section.   

Attribution 
When facing an attack from an advanced persistent threat, federal agencies and 
cybersecurity companies will typically make an effort to attribute the attack to a 
specific adversary. Doing so enables federal actors to determine what type of 
response is warranted, and it helps cybersecurity companies determine the likely 
motivations of hostile actors in order to best defend their customers. Other com-
panies are less likely to engage in attribution work. While there is some strategic 
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value to being able to share precise information about adversaries with other 
organizations, the fact that most corporations cannot legally respond in kind to 
an adversary severely reduces the value of a successful attribution, particularly 
considering how difficult the process can be.

When trying to attribute multiple attacks, the simplest approaches rely on 
manual analysis of attack indicators obtained through network logs, firewalls, or 
honeypots. However, because most persistent cyber attackers can avoid leaving 
obvious patterns, attribution also relies on human analysis and an understanding 
of potential adversaries and their overarching goals; attribution therefore relies not 
only on technical but also strategic indicators and, potentially, knowledge about 
relevant geopolitical situations. This is a level of analysis that machine learning is not 
well-equipped to carry out, so it remains unlikely that machine learning will be able 
to successfully automate the full process of attribution. 

Nonetheless, machine learning may still be able to assist in the attribution 
process. For example, if research analysts first extract high-level descriptions of an 
attack—including the tactics used, the country of attack, and so forth—ML methods 
may be able to cluster this information to identify similar attacks.76 Natural language 
processing may help attribution systems automatically extract attribution-relevant 
information from blogs, research papers, and incident response reports, reducing 
the amount of work that humans need to do to make a successful attribution.77 

Applying ML methods to an attacker's source code, when available, may offer 
a different path to attribution. ML methods have already shown the ability to distin-
guish and de-anonymize authors based upon their distinctive writing styles.78 In re-
cent years, some researchers have demonstrated that human generated code works 
in a similar way: different programmers make unique choices as they code, which 
allows machine learning to create digital fingerprints that can be used to identify 
coders.79 By comparing to databases of malicious code, machine learning may 
soon be able to cluster bits of code written by the same coder, providing one more 
clue in the attribution process. Attackers might always further muddy the waters by 
repurposing code from other sources, and the fact that advanced persistent threats 
typically contain numerous independent coders makes digital fingerprinting difficult. 
But the possibility is nonetheless intriguing. 

Some of these applications are speculative. There are notable limitations with re-
lying on ML techniques for attribution; for example, threat data can often be incon-
sistent if it is collected from multiple security companies. Still, integrating high-level 
cyber threat behavior with machine learning is an understudied area, and further 
research may allow federal agencies and cybersecurity companies to augment their 
attribution toolkit, while also making some simpler forms of attribution available to 
other types of organizations.
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Conclusions

his report has summarized a range of potential ways AI could be 
used to aid cyber defenders as well as some of the limitations of 
current techniques. We offer four major conclusions for what this 

means for the actual practice of cybersecurity:

1. At the detection stage, ML will allow for continued improvements 
over existing detection tools, especially for companies with exten-
sive big data capabilities. However, these developments should be 
viewed as incremental advances that introduce new attack surfac-
es of their own.

2. At the prevention, response and recovery, and active defense 
stages, the use of ML is less commonplace but is making progress. 
Some of the most exciting advances will still require major ML 
breakthroughs in order to be fully deployable. 

3. Overall, we anticipate that gains from ML will continue to be in-
cremental rather than transformative for the cybersecurity industry. 
Barring major ML breakthroughs, the most transformative impacts 
may come from ML’s ability to make previously un- or under-uti-
lized defensive strategies more accessible to many organizations. 

4. At the present time, machine learning is unlikely to fundamentally 
shift the strategic balance of cybersecurity towards attackers or 
defenders. However, for specific applications, the introduction of 
machine learning techniques may be more useful to one side or the 
other.  

T
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In focusing on the underlying technical capabilities of machine learning, this 
report has set aside many other issues, such as whether or not defenders will suc-
cessfully implement ML systems and fully leverage their potential. These conclusions 
are preliminary, not predictive: whether they hold true will depend on how attackers 
and defenders choose to invest in and deploy this technology. 

ML CAN IMPROVE DETECTION, BUT IT BRINGS RISKS OF ITS 
OWN
Machine learning has played an increasingly large role within attack detection 
for several decades, and the coming years will likely make it even more import-
ant. Among other things, this is due to the development of better algorithms and 
the use of greater computational power. 

But classification—whether of specific attack patterns or “anomalies” more 
generally—is a task where quality data makes or breaks the model. Because of 
the critical importance of data for training classification algorithms, the benefits of 
improved detection systems will be most easily leveraged by companies with the 
ability to collect the most cyber data. This is one area where defenders have an 
asymmetric advantage relative to attackers: defenders can collect and store far 
more data about their own networks than attackers can, which makes it possible for 
defenders to continually improve their defenses.

Nonetheless, these benefits are likely to be incremental for three reasons. First, 
because the size and scale of cyber attacks continues to rise, it is unclear how 
important the gains from better ML models will be. Slow and steady improvement in 
algorithms and data collection abilities may only be enough to keep pace with the 
threat landscape, without allowing defenders to get ahead. 

Second, attackers have an asymmetric advantage of their own: an attack only 
has to work once, while a defensive strategy has to work all the time. Considering 
that attackers can use GANs to generate malicious traffic that resembles benign 
traffic enough to evade many types of ML-powered and rules-based defenses, the 
defender’s data advantage may not be enough to protect them from the offensive 
use of ML methods.80 Further, because most network data tends to be highly vari-
able even under normal conditions, building algorithms that can reliably identify 
malicious anomalies without flagging legitimate behavior is a difficult task. This 
increases the chances that motivated attackers—especially those using heuristic or 
ML tactics to camouflage themselves within a network’s background traffic—will 
continue to find ways to slip past even the best detection systems. 

Finally, the benefits of newer ML-based detection systems may be less long-last-
ing than many hope, since ML models bring new attack avenues of their own. These 
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attacks can be internal to the ML algorithms themselves, which rely on datasets 
that attackers could poison and which attackers can often circumvent using subtly 
altered adversarial examples.81 Moreover, the decisions of ML models can also be 
opaque, and when they behave in strange or unproductive ways, defenders may be 
tempted to make adjustments that introduce additional vulnerabilities, as appears to 
have been the case in the Cylance model discussed above. 

None of this is meant to trivialize the important role that machine learning can 
play in improving detection systems. Even if machine learning cannot vastly improve 
baseline detection abilities, deep learning models in particular may be useful for 
performing rudimentary triage of alerts in order to identify the behaviors that are 
most likely indicative of malicious activity. But most of these developments represent 
incremental improvements that require the context of the above caveats. While the 
developments are important, we do not view them as likely to significantly transform 
the nature of threat detection. 

PROGRESS EXISTS AT OTHER STAGES BUT MAY STILL AWAIT 
MAJOR BREAKTHROUGHS
While machine learning has already been widely deployed for various types of 
detection, it remains rarer in the other stages of the cybersecurity model. None-
theless, researchers have slowly been exploring the use of machine learning for a 
diverse range of applications. Table 2 summarizes each of the major ML applica-
tions for each stage that this report has covered. 

At the prevention stage, ML systems could one day allow for improved fuzz-
ing systems that software developers can use to detect vulnerabilities before they 
are exploited, or for pentesting aids that can more effectively search a network for 
vulnerabilities than current tools can. ML systems may also allow defenders to more 
accurately identify potential threats by triaging bug reports and attempting to auto-
matically predict the potential severity of a newly discovered vulnerability.

At the response and recovery stage, there has been some progress in building 
reinforcement learning systems that are capable of learning when to sequester po-
tentially compromised machines from a network in order to limit an attacker’s lateral 
movement. There has also been growing interest in the use of machine learning 
to automate defensive strategies, as demonstrated by DARPA’s ongoing project 
to build autonomous systems that can neutralize compromised devices within an 
attacking botnet. 
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At the active defense stage, there is a broad and increasing number of appli-
cations for which machine learning could be adapted to help defenders deceive, 
analyze, and attribute attackers. Dynamic honeypots, deceptive document gener-
ation, and phishing response may soon leverage reinforcement learning and/or 
advanced natural language models. In addition, advances in natural language pro-
cessing may improve threat intelligence collection from dark web sources. Finally, 
clustering methods and advanced code analysis may allow for more sophisticated 
attribution methods, including some that may become available to organizations 
that have not traditionally invested in attribution work. 

Major advances within these applications could meaningfully transform cyber-
security by automating many tasks that typically consume a cyber defender’s time 
or by adding new streams of information and analysis to the defender’s situational 
awareness. Nonetheless, these advances may still require significant breakthroughs 
of uncertain likelihood. For instance, the computational intensity of reinforcement 
learning in highly complex environments continues to make it difficult to build ML 
systems that can handle the complexity of cybersecurity networks. Building deploy-
able reinforcement learning–based cyber responders that could fully mimic human 
expertise would require major breakthroughs in the ability of researchers to effi-

TABLE 2

Summary of AI Applications 

PREVENTION DETECTION

Fuzzing Accurate Detection

TABLE 2

Summary of AI Applications 

Pentesting

Bug Triage and 
Classification

Alert Prioritization

Vulnerability Severity 
Assessment

Adversarial Hardening
of Defense Systems

RESPONSE AND RECOVERY ACTIVE DEFENSE

Adversary Engagement

Moving Target Defense

Deceptive Document 
Generation

Dynamic Honeypotting

Dark Web Threat Intelligence 
Collection

Attack Clustering for Attribution

Code De-Anonymization

Automated Phishing Response
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ciently represent all relevant network data. Machine learning will likely become an 
increasingly important part of each of these stages in the cybersecurity model, but 
transforming the work of the cyber defender may still be out of reach for the near- to 
medium-term.  

EXPECT ML GAINS TO BE INCREMENTAL RATHER THAN 
TRANSFORMATIONAL
Machine learning can offer a great deal to cyber defenders across all four stages 
of the cybersecurity model used in this paper. Nonetheless, whether or not it is 
a truly “transformational” technology depends very heavily on what standards 
are used to assess its impact. There is no doubt that machine learning can make 
significant improvements on a variety of cybersecurity technologies. If it were not 
for machine learning, defenders today would likely be consumed with low-level 
analysis that is more often delegated to automated systems which frequently make 
heavy use of ML systems. This is especially true of a task like spam detection—
which would likely be all but impossible at scale without machine learning—but it 
is also true of intrusion and malware detection. 

By counterfactual standards, then, machine learning is indeed a transforma-
tive technology: without it, cybersecurity today would have a very different—and 
very worse—record of success. But this does not mean that machine learning is a 
truly transformational technology by historical standards. While machine learning 
successfully automates many low-level tasks today, the rapidly growing number of 
threats and sophisticated attacks facing most organizations means that ML-based 

Major advances within these applications could mean-
ingfully transform cybersecurity by automating many 
tasks that typically consume a cyber defender’s time 

or by adding new streams of information and analysis 
to the defender’s situational awareness. Nonetheless, 

these advances may still require significant break-
throughs of uncertain likelihood.  
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detection systems have mostly only allowed cyber defenders to keep pace with 
the threat landscape. So far, machine learning has not transformed the core type 
of work that cyber defenders are required to perform, nor has it made the current 
cybersecurity skills shortage significantly less worrisome.82 

By historical standards, we conclude that machine learning is not presently a 
transformational technology. This does not mean that ML is unimportant for cyber 
defenders. Continued investment in both researching and implementing promising 
ML-cyber tools should be an important area of focus for cyber defenders, and should 
be promoted by the federal government wherever possible. But policymakers should 
not anticipate that developing better ML tools is a replacement for addressing other, 
more fundamental cybersecurity problems, such as encouraging cybersecurity work-
force development or enforcing secure practices across federal agencies.  

While we do not think that machine learning is poised to transform the cyberse-
curity industry, this requires two caveats: First, fundamental breakthroughs in ML re-
search may significantly change the threshold of possibility. For instance, if research-
ers are able to develop computationally simpler methods of simulating complicated 
networks, reinforcement learning–based tools may be able to take on significantly 
more complex tasks than what is currently possible. While we do not currently an-
ticipate machine learning being able to automate many high-level decisions during 
the incident response process, a sufficiently large breakthrough might change that 
assessment and enable ML tools that could be given substantially more autonomy.   

Second, not all the defensive strategies discussed in this report are equally 
common, which means that machine learning may be able to have a larger im-
pact on some areas than others—especially where it can make previously un- or 
under-utilized strategies more accessible for more organizations. For instance, 
some survey results suggest that while upwards of 90 percent of organizations use 
antivirus products, the number of organizations actively using honeypots or related 

Policymakers should not anticipate that developing better 
ML tools is a replacement for addressing other, more 
fundamental cybersecurity problems, such as encouraging 
cybersecurity workforce development or enforcing secure 
practices across federal agencies.  
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technologies may be much lower—potentially as low as 25 percent.83 Improvements 
in the use of machine learning for malware detection are useful and important—but 
they are unlikely to change many organizations’ underlying defensive strategies. By 
contrast, if ML tools make it possible to easily deploy honeypots that can realistically 
integrate into an existing network, many more organizations might use honeypots. 

This would in some ways represent a larger shift in the threat landscape than 
improvements in malware detection tools, because the widespread deployment of 
a new strategy could have more significant impacts on attackers’ decision-making 
processes than an incremental improvement on an existing strategy. As another ex-
ample, some researchers have explored how the presence of deceptive tactics such 
as decoys can disorient attackers and shape their strategies.84 If ML makes it easy to 
automatically create deceptive internal records or engage in moving target defense, 
for instance, then widespread adoption of the technologies may meaningfully shape 
attacker strategies, even if the ML models themselves are not particularly impressive. 
The mere knowledge that such deceptive tactics are more commonly used may be 
enough to influence the attacker’s decision-making. 

ML APPLICATIONS PRESENT NO CLEAR-CUT ADVANTAGE TO 
OFFENSE OR DEFENSE ON NET
Most of the ML applications this report has discussed are dual-use: they could be 
used either by attackers or defenders. In some cases, the opportunity for attackers 
is obvious, as in the cases of ML-powered fuzzing and pentesting. In other cases, 
attackers might find creative ways to repurpose or circumvent defensive technol-
ogies. For instance, if machine learning is used to calculate the odds of an exploit 
being used, attackers might simply incorporate this information into their decisions 
regarding which exploits to develop, making the model increasingly useless as at-
tackers adapt and the training data becomes unrepresentative of actual realities. 

Because of these dual-use considerations, ML will not give a clear-cut advan-
tage either to attackers or to defenders in the coming years. However, while ML will 
not clearly benefit either attackers or defenders overall, certain specific applications 
of ML may be either offense-biased or defense-biased.

For example, the rise of sophisticated natural language processing models is 
likely to improve spearphishing abilities.85 With the ability to generate detailed, flu-
ent, and personalized text or voice recordings, attackers will be able to engage in 
more effective social engineering campaigns. Although the same natural language 
processing models can be adapted for defensive purposes—say, to build chatbots 
that can mislead social engineers—these are reactive measures and should not 
distract from the important takeaway: barring major developments, machine learn-
ing will allow attackers to conduct more effective social engineering campaigns in 
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the near future. Therefore, the use of machine learning for text generation is likely an 
offense-biased technology.

At the same time, there is arguably a larger number of ML applications that may 
be primarily useful for defenders. For instance, attack detection is a major focus of 
ML research for cybersecurity, but attackers may have relatively little use for attack 
detection technologies, since there is little need to detect an attack that you yourself 
are responsible for.* Similarly, the use of dynamic honeypots are more obvious-
ly relevant for organizations seeking to protect their networks than for attackers 
hoping to penetrate them, which makes ML-based honeypots another generally 
defense-biased technology. These are technologies where defenders may generally 
gain more than attackers from increases in ML adoption. 

SUMMARY
Policymakers and practitioners alike need to think about how machine learning 
can alter specific tasks within cybersecurity, rather than talking in general terms 
about how machine learning can alter cybersecurity as a whole. We have at-
tempted to provide greater clarity by surveying a range of potential machine 
learning applications and the factors that continue to constrain their develop-
ment. In addition, by focusing on the continuity in the use of machine learning 
for cybersecurity tasks dating back to the 1990s, we have aimed to demonstrate 
that newer breakthroughs will bring evolutionary cybersecurity gains rather than 
revolutionary changes to the industry. 

It is possible that one day, machine learning tools will automate entire swathes 
of our cybersecurity model at once, seamlessly performing the work of multiple 
stages instead of functioning as tools that merely aid in already-existing, well-de-
fined tasks. But in the near- to medium-term future, this possibility is remote. It is far 
more pragmatic for policymakers and practitioners to work towards a more nu-
anced understanding of the types of tasks that could benefit from machine learning 
and the types of tasks that can’t. Effective policy will need to take these nuances 
into account to promote useful types of research, enable organizations to take full 
advantage of new machine learning tools, and help defenders prepare against their 
constantly improving adversaries. 

*Attackers who study newer detection models may be able to find ways to craft adversarial attacks 
that can bypass them, so progress in this area is only strictly defense-biased if it results in detection 
systems that are less vulnerable to adversarial attacks. Since it is not clear that this is the case with 
newer ML detection models, it is unclear whether current improvements in ML detection systems are 
capable of shifting the overall strategic balance towards defenders. 
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Appendix

BASIC STRUCTURE ADVANTAGES

Deep learning is based on the 
use of artificial neural 
networks and may include 
hundreds or thousands of 
nodes whose structure can be 
adapted for specific tasks.

APPENDIX

DISADVANTAGES

DEEP LEARNING

REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING

GENERATIVE 
ADVERSARIAL 
NETWORKS (GANs)

MASSIVE NATURAL 
LANGUAGE MODELS

Reinforcement learning 
simulates an agent with 
several available actions, an 
environment, and a reward 
function and allows the agent 
to experiment with the use of 
different actions to learn 
strategies that maximize 
rewards.

A GAN includes two neural 
networks: a generator that 
uses random input to create 
new inputs and a 
discriminator that attempts to 
distinguish real from 
generated inputs.

These models are not unified 
by a single underlying 
structure but are instead 
characterized by their use of 
massive models that can 
include billions of parameters 
in order to learn patterns 
within human language.

1) Performance can often 
improve with more data, well 
after performance in simpler 
models flattens
2) Can be used as an underlying 
approach for most AI applications
3) Models can often 
automatically learn to extract 
relevant features from data

1) Requires significant processing 
power to run and significant 
memory to store due to model 
size
2) Widely regarded as one of the 
most opaque types of machine 
learning
3) Benefits of more data may be 
difficult to fully leverage in the 
cyber domain, which is often very 
secretive

1) Allows for AI agents that can 
learn strategic thinking
2) Can be combined with deep 
learning systems to improve 
performance
3) Does not require historical 
data if realistic environments can 
be simulated

1) Computational cost increases 
extremely quickly when the 
environment complexity or 
number of actions are increased
2) Difficult to simulate realistic 
yet computationally tractable 
cyber networks

1) Can be combined with deep 
learning systems to improve 
performance
2) Can be used to augment 
existing data sets or evade 
existing classifiers

1) Does not have 
general-purpose applications 
like deep learning
2) Typical caveats about the 
need for robust underlying data 
apply

1) Increasingly capable of 
automating text generation, 
summarization, and translation, 
among other tasks
2) Could be used to automate 
security tasks that involve written 
text (e.g. generating bug reports)

1) Cannot be built by individual 
companies without investing 
millions of dollars; access will 
depend on how corporate owners 
choose to make them available
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